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Introduction
The Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES), is
a line notation that represents molecular structures using
alpha-numeric characters1. SMILES can also be used to
represent chemical reactions3, but they focus on the net
rearrangement of atoms rather than the reaction mechanism.
The reaction mechanism is valuable information in
understanding how a reaction takes place. To address this
limitation, we created the Simple Mechanism Of Reaction
Encoding System (SMORES) to represent and understand the
mechanisms of organic reactions.
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SMORES is an extension of the SMILES language. The
grammar of SMORES language5 is:
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molecule(s) ‘>>’ mechanistic step ;
SMILES
mtype , mechanistic steps | null ;
+b{class, class}| -b{class,class}|
=b{class,class};
a valid SMILES specification that uses
explicit class tags
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• We developed a robust software that processes SMORES
strings, which allows users to understand reaction
mechanisms.
• It can process heterokinetic making/breaking of bonds,
homokinetic making of bonds, and single movement
resonance structures.
• It can also process multiple step mechanisms discretely.
• The CDK implies H atoms in molecules, which became an
issue when H atoms were directly involved in a reaction or
during homokinetic breaking of bonds.
• The CDK also changes the numbering of atoms during
chemical reactions which does not allow us to process multistep mechanisms in a single run.
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Results of our program:

We identified two types of electron movements in molecular
reactions:
1. Heterokinetic in which a pair of electrons move together
2. Homokinetic in which two electrons move independently

Future Work
• Automatically render the reactant and product SMILES
strings to obtain a graphical representation of the molecules
instead of using other software tools.
• Correctly keep track of the numbering assigned to atoms
within a molecule before, during, and after reactions using
atom mapping techniques.
• Modify the CDK to handle structures with atypical numbers
of implied hydrogens and radicals more consistently.
• Extend the SMORES syntax to encode steps, sub-steps,
and resonance stretches.
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molecules>>+b{class,class}
molecules>>-b{class,class}
molecules>>=+b{class,class}
molecules>>=-b{class,class}

We extended the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK), which is
an open source Java library specific to computer science that
can manipulate SMILES strings. Then, we developed the
SMORES parser that applies mechanisms to the specified
molecule.
• The user enters a (1)SMORES String.
• The (2)SMORES parser processes and creates a (3)SMILES
string and (4)mechanism.
• The (5)SMILES parser checks if the user entered a correct
SMILES string and creates a (6)SMORES molecule.
• The (7)SMORES operation takes the SMORES molecule and
mechanism and (7.1)adjusts bonds and (7.2)formal charges.
• A new (8)SMORES molecule is created.
• The (9)SMILES generator takes the new molecules and outputs
to the user a (10)SMILES string with the new structure of the
molecules.
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